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Objectives

• 1. Incorporate interventions to 
develop various scenarios

• 2. Modify scenarios
• 3. Evaluate using criteria
• 4. Revisit as required
• 5. Recommend scenarios



Possible Interventions
In order from most to least prohibitive 

¬Gates 
¬Textured Paving
¬Separated Bike Lane 
¬Visual Bike Lane
¬Rumble Strips 
¬Speed Bumps 
¬Speed Humps 
¬Enhanced Signage  

Notes

Prohibitively expensive 
in large quantity

Similar effect as speed bumps
But costly and have maintenance issues

Ineffective

Included in every Scenario



Scenario 1: Status Quo
¬ ‘Walk-Bike Policy’ + Signage 

¬ Maintain current policy requiring cyclists to walk

¬ Costs 
¬ Low ($)



Scenario 2: Status Quo + Gates
¬ ‘Walk-Bike Policy’ + Signage + Gates 

¬ Maintain current policy requiring cyclists to walk

¬ Install gates at the entrance(s) 

¬ Costs 
¬ Low ($$)



Scenario 3: Status Quo - Policy
¬ Signage + no restriction of cyclists

¬ Remove current policy requiring cyclists to walk

¬ Costs 
¬ Low ($) 



Scenario 4: Speed Bumps
¬ Signage + Speed Bumps 

¬ Place numerous speed bumps in key locations 
(intersections, hills, blind corners) to alert and slow 
cyclists

¬ Seasonal (removed in winter for snow clearing)

¬ Unavoidable (from curb to curb)

¬ Costs 
¬ Low ($$) 



Scenario 4: Speed Bumps



Scenario 5: Bike Path (E-W)
¬ Signage + Separated Bike Path + Speed Bumps

¬ Pilot project, removed seasonally

¬ Separated Bike Path created across campus

¬ Path would go East-West to meet McGill demand

¬ Ends at McTavish

¬ Path would stop in key intersections and crosswalks/entrances

¬ Speed Bumps placed in key locations (intersections, 
hills, blind corners) to alert and slow cyclists  

¬ Technically and financially feasible

¬ Costs 
¬ Medium ($$$)



Scenario 5: Bike Path (E-W) PILOT



Scenario 6: Bike Path (E-W-S)
¬ Signage + Separated Bike Path + Speed Bumps

¬ Pilot project, removed seasonally

¬ Separated Bike Path created across campus and down 
to Sherbrooke

¬ Path would stop in key intersections and crosswalks/entrances

¬ Ends at McTavish

¬ Speed Bumps placed in key locations (intersections, 
hills, blind corners) to alert and slow cyclists  

¬ Technically and financially feasible

¬ Costs 
¬ Medium ($$$)



Scenario 6: Bike Path (E-W-S) PILOT



Scenario 7: Bike Path (E-W)
¬ Signage + Separated Bike Path + Textured 

Pavement + Speed Bumps
¬ Permanent

¬ Replace sidewalk with separated bike path across 
campus and down to Sherbrooke

¬ Path would go East-West to meet McGill demand

¬ Ends at McTavish

¬ Path would stop in key intersections and crosswalks/entrances

¬ Textured pavement placed in key locations (entrances, 
intersections, blind corners) to alert and slow cyclists 

¬ Speed bumps placed on hills outside of bike paths to 
slow cyclists

¬ Technically and financially feasible

¬ Costs 
¬ High ($$$$)



Scenario 7: Bike Path (E-W) PERMANENT



Scenario 8: Bike Path (E-W-S)
¬ Signage + Separated Bike Path + Textured 

Pavement + Speed Bumps
¬ Permanent

¬ Replace sidewalk with separated bike path across 
campus

¬ Path would stop in key intersections and crosswalks/entrances

¬ Ends at McTavish

¬ Textured pavement placed in key locations (entrances, 
intersections, blind corners) to alert and slow cyclists 

¬ Speed bumps placed on hills outside of bike paths to 
slow cyclists

¬ Technically and financially feasible

¬ Costs 
¬ High ($$$$)



Scenario 8: Bike Path (E-W-S) PERMANENT



For Discussion
¬ Are there individual additions/adjustments to 

specific scenarios?

¬ Taken as a whole, is the group of scenarios 
complete?


